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Introduction 
Radiology reports contain a great deal of information that characterizes a patient's medical condition. However, a large 
percentage of this information is unstructured, taking the form of free text, and is therefore difficult to search, analyze, and 
summarize. In this work, we developed a text mining pipeline to extract sections (e.g. “Reason for the visit”, “Findings”, 
“Impression”, “Indication”, etc.)  and their corresponding section text from the free text reports with very high precision and 
recall.  

Methods 
Automatic structuring requires a deep understanding of the report formatting to translate all relevant information into a 
structured form. Following are the major challenges involved in this problem: i) missing section labels ii) inconsistent section 
ordering iii) inconsistent section formatting e.g. “Comparison” can be a separate section, or it is a part of “Findings” section 
iv) overlapping sections (especially “Findings” and “Impression” sections). To address these challenges, we developed a
text mining pipeline that exacts the major sections and their corresponding section text from radiology reports. The system 
is consisting of two major components, report structural analyzer and report text lexical analyzer. Following are the major 
steps in the report text processing pipeline:  

A) Report preprocessing
a. standardizes the character representation of the text and removes custom text formatting

B) Section identification
a. Identifies both explicit and implicit sections of the report
b. Leverages the text patterns as well as formatting patterns in the report sections
c. Utilizes the section specific vocabulary for section classification

C) Section boundary detection:
• Identifies the individual sentences within each section.

Results 
In order to develop this methodology, we have used 206,574 Chest X-ray radiology reports from publicly available MIMIC 
III collection. The dataset is randomly split into training (80%) and testing (20%) datasets. Training dataset is used for 
algorithmic development tasks such as NLP rule development and section pattern identification while the testing dataset is 
used to evaluate the algorithm’s performance. For the evaluation purpose, we randomly selected 200 reports from the 
testing datasets and evaluated how correctly the algorithm identified the sections and their corresponding section texts. The 
text mining pipeline to extract sections and their corresponding section texts from the free text reports has a precision of 
100% and recall of 94%.   

Conclusion 
Extraction of structured radiology reports can be very useful to get a better understanding of the radiology reports and to 
automate the further text processing on the radiology reports. In this work, we have developed a text mining algorithm that 
leverages the radiology report structure and patterns to extract report sections and corresponding section texts with very 
high precision and recall.  



Statement of Impact 
Automatic structuring of the radiology reports is a crucial step in unleash the power of rich knowledge hidden in the reports. 
This also allows automatic population of radiology reports in PACS. 
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